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Abstract
In this article, we examine whether ChatGPT is trustworthy and use our “conversation” with ChatGPT as a pivot for the larger conversation concerning trustworthy AI. Through the example of our “conversation” with ChatGPT, we argue that the development of trustworthy AI requires both keeping the best interests of users at heart as well as addressing larger ethical concerns. In the process, we emphasize the distinction between trusting ChatGPT and trusting the information provided by it. Lastly, we highlight the role of critical inquiry and acknowledgement of functional limitations in fostering trust in AI systems.

1 INTRODUCTION
If this article were to carry a clickbait title, it would probably read “ChatGPT says that it cannot be trustworthy in the same way a person can.” However, like all clickbait headlines that title would be devoid of important nuances. In December 2022, like countless researchers and users around the world, we “interacted” with the AI Chatbot that has become the global rage with more than a million users in its first week—ChatGPT (Mollman, 2022). As per Scharth, the reason ChatGPT is so impressive because “ChatGPT can build a sophisticated and abstract representation of the knowledge in the training data, which it draws on to produce outputs. This is why it writes relevant content, and doesn’t just spout grammatically correct nonsense.” (Scharth, 2022). The reaction to this large language model has been a mix of incredulity and concern (Piper, 2022; Peterson, 2022; Biddle, 2022). As far as academia is concerned, whether or not ChatGPT marks the end of college essays (Stokel-Walker, 2022) remains to be seen but with rapid advances in AI perhaps all of us—teachers, researchers, creators, and developers may soon feel the existential angst that Lee Sedol faced after move 37 of his AI opponent—AlphaGo during a nerve-wracking Go tournament (Metz, 2016; Shead, 2017). But, with the public release of ChatGPT, it has once again become clear how big an impact AI can have on the way we organize our society. It highlights the importance of the question that many academics and policymakers have been debating in recent years: what makes AI trustworthy? During the course of a fascinating “conversation”, which was not aimed at anthropomorphizing ChatGPT (Shanahan 2022), but focused on gathering information about whether ChatGPT is, based on its own analysis, trustworthy, we also focused on larger issues surrounding trustworthy AI.1

2 IS CHATGPT TRUSTWORTHY?
When questioned about its own trustworthiness, ChatGPT responded:

1 The “conversational/interview” style methodology adopted by us also highlights the larger ethical and epistemological concerns of considering ChatGPT’s responses as its own original outputs, since it does not credit authors as it should (Edwards, 2023). We briefly allude to these concerns from the perspective of trustworthiness in our conclusion.
While answering the question, ChatGPT “assured” us that while it cannot be trustworthy in the same way that a person can, we can be confident that its answers will be based on its available information. If you read ChatGPT’s response in the screenshot above, it is remarkably nuanced:

1. It begins by highlighting its limitations; its inability to make decisions or take actions, which means it cannot be trustworthy in the same way a person can be.
2. It then discloses snippets of information relevant to its functioning and states that it is providing information to the best of its ability on the basis of its training data.
3. It “assured” us of its inability to withhold information.
4. And lastly asked us to verify the information.

In the language of trust, these actions hint in a weak manner at competence, transparency, and rational justification.

As per Hawley, “Trusting someone to do something involves both trust in her competence and trust in her willingness to act; part of trustworthiness is the attempt to avoid commitments you are not competent to fulfil” (Hawley, 2014). ChatGPT’s willingness to provide correct information and the admission that it is not trustworthy in the same manner as a person are both trust-enhancing indicators.

The requirement of transparency is well noted in the ethics of AI literature and even forms part of the trustworthy AI guidelines in the EU (HLEG, 2019). The brief snippet of information provided by ChatGPT in its answer while highlighting the importance of transparency requirements does not satisfy them. According to Blackman and Ammanath,

[W]hen it comes to AI, transparency is not only about informing people when they are interacting with an AI, but also communicating with relevant stakeholders about why an AI solution was chosen, how it was designed and developed, on what grounds it was deployed, how it’s monitored and updated, and the conditions under which it may be retired (Blackman and Ammanath, 2022).

ChatGPT’s stated inability to withhold information and its suggestion to verify the provided information act as weak rational justification to trust the information provided by it (McLeod, 2021). ChatGPT presents itself as if its answers merely follow from the available information, as if no choices have been made in the process of collecting, analyzing, and presenting the data. ChatGPT might not be actively withholding information but it is certainly selecting information on the basis of algorithmic computation.
Further, with the suggestion to verify the information provided by the ChatGPT, a great responsibility is still placed on the user. Although it contributes to trustworthiness to indicate where your competence lies and where it ends, this demarcation given by ChatGPT is very vague and rough. It is not clear in which domains ChatGPT is strong and in which domains it is less certain about its suggestions. Based on the kind of training data that has been fed to the model and the intended use, more could be said about this. Currently, the onus is on the user who has to assess if the responses are accurate, while not receiving much context on how to do that.

More clarity on the probabilities linked to the AI application’s answers, for example, could help evaluate them. This is what ChatGPT itself has to say about this:

**Figure 2**

“Interacting” with ChatGPT (2)

As a language model, I am not able to assign probabilities to the accuracy of my responses because I do not have the ability to observe or assess the real-world outcomes of my advice. My responses are based on the information and knowledge that I have been trained on, but I do not have the ability to directly evaluate the accuracy or reliability of that information. It is always a good idea to verify information from multiple sources before making any important decisions or taking any significant actions.

In the absence of ChatGPT providing us with the “assurance” or the necessary context to evaluate the veracity of the information, the trust inquiry then moves towards the organization developing ChatGPT. Hence, we decided to ask if OpenAI, the organization that trained it should be seen as trustworthy:

**Figure 3**

“Interacting” with ChatGPT (3)

Again, ChatGPT states that it is up to the user to assess if OpenAI is trustworthy, based on her own research. This answer is in line with ChatGPT’s classification of itself “as a tool designed to
assist” users, making it a vehicle of the intentions of its user rather than a technology that is embedded in a socio-technical context. Such a perspective does not take into account the socio-technical reality in which a technology is embedded nor does it account for the organizational choices made by an organization such as OpenAI, steering and shaping the technology. These organizational choices range from the selection of training data sets and algorithms as well as the queries that are deemed appropriate to be answered by the ChatGPT.

Interestingly, the reticence with which ChatGPT expresses its views on the trustworthiness of OpenAI is in contradistinction to its candid response to the question about the difference between trust in the information provided by ChatGPT and trust in ChatGPT itself.

![Figure 4](Interacting with ChatGPT (4))

Is there a difference between trusting the information you provide and trusting you?

Yes, there is a difference between trusting the information I provide and trusting me as a language model. As a language model, my primary function is to provide accurate and helpful information on a wide range of topics. I’m not capable of making decisions or taking actions, so I don’t have the ability to earn trust in the same way that a person can. When you trust the information I provide, you’re trusting that the information is accurate and reliable based on the data I’ve been trained on. This means that you can have confidence that any information I provide will be based on the best information available to me. However, when you trust me as a language model, you’re trusting that I have your best interests at heart and that I will always act in your best interests. Since I’m not capable of making decisions or taking actions, this isn’t something that I can do. Therefore, it’s important to understand the difference between trusting the information I provide and trusting me as a language model.

Note the latter part of the response which indicates that trusting someone means that they have our best interests at heart. A large language model cannot be considered trustworthy solely by keeping “the best interests” of the users at heart. There are other larger interests also at play, which need to be accounted for in order to make an AI system trustworthy.

Development and deployment of large language models gives rise to ethical concerns such as privacy (Heikkilä, 2022; Koch, 2023), plagiarism (Khalil & Erkan, 2023), bias (Nkonde, 2023), exploitative labor practices (Perrigo, 2023), and environmental costs (Bender et al, 2021, Patterson et al, 2021). Addressing these concerns would go a long way in making an AI system trustworthy. We decided to push the inquiry further and question ChatGPT about the difference between reliable AI and trustworthy AI and whether it was a reliable language model or a trustworthy language model, the answers were revealing.

![Figure 5](On 31st March 2023, the Italian data protection authority introduced a temporary ban on ChatGPT over concerns relating to collection and processing of personal data and lack of age verification leading to underage children receiving inappropriate responses (GPDP, 2023). This ban was subsequently revoked after the concerns raised by the data protection authority were “addressed or clarified” by OpenAI (Robertson, 2023).)
“Interacting” with ChatGPT (5)

A What is the difference between reliable AI and trustworthy AI?

The terms “reliable” and “trustworthy” are often used interchangeably when it comes to AI, but they actually refer to different aspects of AI systems. Reliability refers to the ability of an AI system to consistently produce accurate and consistent results. A reliable AI system is one that can be trusted to provide accurate and useful information or make accurate and fair decisions. Trustworthiness, on the other hand, refers to the extent to which an AI system can be trusted to act in the best interests of the people or organizations it serves. A trustworthy AI system is one that can be relied upon to make decisions and take actions that are aligned with the values and priorities of the people and organizations it serves. So, while a reliable AI system can be trusted to produce accurate and consistent results, a trustworthy AI system can be trusted to act in the best interests of its users.

A So, would it be accurate to state that you are a reliable language model but not a trustworthy language model?

Yes, that would be an accurate way to describe me as a language model. As a language model, my primary function is to provide accurate and helpful information on a wide range of topics. I'm designed to be highly reliable, which means that I can be trusted to provide accurate and consistent information based on the data I've been trained on. However, I'm not capable of making decisions or taking actions, so I don’t have the ability to act in the best interests of the people or organizations that use me. Therefore, while I can be considered a reliable language model, I cannot be considered a trustworthy language model in the same way that a person can.

Counterintuitively, ChatGPT’s expression of its limitations vis-à-vis it being trustworthy makes it more worthy of our trust. In general, such expressions of limitations are hard to find. AI systems are often touted as a panacea for all that plagues the human-administered systems. This hype can partly be attributed to the optimization mindset that spurs the Big Tech firms (Weinstein et al., 2021). This optimization mindset may lead developers of AI systems to predominantly focus on efficiency gains and not necessarily on the best interests of the users of AI systems, which as ChatGPT tells us, is important for such systems to be considered trustworthy.

The lack of focus on the limitations of AI systems, combined with the search for efficiency gains can lead to algorithmic misgovernance of enormous magnitude (Geiger, 2021). ChatGPT is the latest in a growing list of innovative AI systems with the potential to cause systemic disruption. The public discourse surrounding the release of such disruptive innovation follows a set template of awe and concern which takes for granted that the way the technology has been developed and deployed is the only way in which the said technology could have been developed and deployed. This false sense of inevitability limits the users’ agency in exercising their trust. There seemingly is only the binary option of trust or distrust for users, as if there is no way in which they, or more generally society, can take part in developing and shaping the AI system to ensure its trustworthiness.
3 CONCLUSION

Hence while it is still in the testing phase (OpenAI, 2022), we decided to ask ChatGPT how AI can be made trustworthy.3

Figure 6

“Interacting” with ChatGPT (6)

These are laudable suggestions, however, we should not consider this remarkable response as a revelation straight from an AI system’s mouth about what it would take for an AI system to be considered trustworthy. After all, the laudable suggestions that have found their way into ChatGPT’s training data would not have existed without the effort of scores of researchers and ethicists who have worked hard to develop an ethical critique of current AI systems. This information should further be treated with the caveat that these desiderata are based on ChatGPT’s training data and these data may not include all noteworthy suggestions. Before relying on this information, it would be helpful to know the (academic) texts on which this assessment has been made. Were the views of the NGOs or public consultations also included? Without the necessary information and context, ChatGPT’s answer only serves as its current assessment of a fragile scholarly consensus (should such a thing exist) of what it would mean for an AI system to be trustworthy, a snapshot of a discussion in progress. And therein lies an important lesson, keeping people’s best interests at heart and becoming trustworthy requires

Our “conversation” with ChatGPT predates Microsoft’s efforts to integrate “a new, next-generation OpenAI large language model that is more powerful than ChatGPT and customized specifically for search” in Bing (Mehdi, 2023b). Microsoft’s search engine Bing is currently running on GPT-4 (Mehdi, 2023a). From an ethical perspective, GPT-4’s disclosure of the web sources that it is relying on in formulating its answer as a chatbot in Bing is a welcome step (Stern, 2023). However, the various other ethical concerns highlighted here in context of large language models and trustworthy AI remain justified and may even get accentuated with further advancements in AI (Roose, 2023a; Roose, 2023b; Smuha et al, 2023; Mitchell, 2023; Sajid, 2023).
being continuously open to critical ethical voices. The Big Tech firms’ record in this regard leaves much to be desired (Simonite, 2021).
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